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English Contest I Barid Maestro I Roosevelt Is Victorious By· 
To Concentrate .__ -------'· 
On'Sec1ilarism' More Than Two-To-One Vote 
Jesuit Schools In Two 
Provinces To Take 
Part In Writing Con· 
test. 
In Association's Balloting 
DEADLINE. IS 
DECEMBER 9 
Ring Committee Beckman New 
Prefect Of The 
Junior Sodali.ty 
Landon And Lemke Run 
Far Behind President 
In JCNA Poll Of Stu· 
dents. 
UNUSUAL 
Large Group Of Xavier 
Siudents Expected To 
Participate In Contest. 
George Overbeck, J u n i o r 
Committee student, was ap-
pointed chairman of the Jun-
ior Class Ring Committee ac-
cording to an announcement 
by Paul Kelly, Junior Presi-
dent. Ray Raymond The committee of six, con- Schmiclt And Dooley s EE N IN 
INTEREST 
ELECTION 
sisting of John Stermer, Rob-
s I• g n e d F 0 r ert Cummins, Al Salem, Virgil Lagaly, Overbeck and Kelly, 
will begin work immediately 
"The Catholic College Gradu- Homecom1·ng in contacting a concern for 
Named As AssistanJs; 
Activities F o r Year 
Formulated. 
Xavier Balloting Gives 
New Dealer Victory By 
A Two· Thirds Majori· 
ty. 
ate and Secularism." the class rings, 
That is the topic for the 1936 In order to determine an es- Paul C. Beckma·n, arts fresh-
Intercollegiate ~nglish Contest -·timate of the number of rings man, was elected Prefect of the 
according to an announcement Premier College Orches• to be ordered, Overbeck re- Junior Sodality at the second 
made yesterday afternoon from s· d F D quests that all juniors intend- A better than two-to-one lead 
the Registrar's Office. . tra 1gne or ance ing to purchase rings, submit meeting of the Society, Monday swept President Franklin Delano 
The contest opened yesterday To Follow. Xavier-Wit• their names to any one of the morning. Richard T. Schmidt Roosevelt into the 1st place in 
among all Jesuit colleges and b six committeemen before two- and Timothy E. Dooley were Jesuit college campuses during. 
universities in the United States ten erg ,Game. thirty o'clock, Friday after- named assistants, and Joseph the past week according to the 
and will be brought to a close noon. The order will be placed Glandorf was chosen Secretary results of the straw-vote released 
b next week according to pres- t d b th J ·t c 11 Decem er 9, when the 3,000 word R R d d h' C and Treasurer. yes er ay Y e esu1 o ege 
essays analyzing Secularism and ay aymon an is ommo- ent plans. · · Newspaper Association. 
proposing the Catholic counter- dores. The officers were selected from The returns gave Roosevelt 
offensive must be submitted. That was the announcement a list of twelve freshman nomin- sixty four per cent of the total 
The best three papers at Xavier made yesterday by the "X" Club s 0 d al: t y w1·zz ated at the last meeting and votes cast with Landon running will be selected and forwarded committee in charge of the an- II published in the last issue of the second carrying twenty-four per-
to St. Louis for province rating. nual Homecoming Dance to be NEWS. Paul Centner and Rog- cent of the ballots and Lemke 
For many years in the past, Xa- held at the Kemper Lane Hotel Meet Tomorrow er MacDermott acted as election trailing with eleven per cent. 
vier has won a place among the on November 7. officials. 'l'he poll .began the public ac-
first ten. · ·-··· -Mtertwoweeksof·considering ---- .. _ .... _ .... -ALa meeting of the officers tivities of the Jesuit -College 
The bulletin announcing the some of the outstanding bands in Th · t' t' f called for late today by Rev. C. Newspaper Association which 
contests declares: Cincinnati, the committee headed e ?rgamza l~n mee.ing 0 J. Steiner, S. J., plans for the embraces twelve of the univer-
"The modern world-struggle by Jim Farasey, selected the gen- the Semor Sodality which was year's activities were to be form- sities in the United States oper-
today, says Christopher Dawson ial .commodore and his sophisti- postponed from last Friday be- ulated. The morlerator planned ated by the Society of Jesus. The 
is not a clear-cut contest between cated rhythms to provii.de the cause of the funeral of Rev. Wil- to submit a program similar to members are, St. Louis, Rock-
Catholicism and Communism but musical climax to what is ex- liam J. Talbot S. J., will be held that adopted by. the Sen~or hursts, St. Joseph's, John Carroll, 
a three-cornered battle between pected to be one of the largest ' · · group. Features m the outline Spring Hill, Loyola of the South, 
Catholicism Communism and Homecoming Day celebrations in ~omorr~w mormng m Roa~ 31 are participation in the activities Loyola of Chicago, Detroit, Seat-
that third f~rce which is v~rious- recent years. · immediately after the Jumor- of the Catholic Evidence Guild tle, Regis, and Xavier. 
l lled B . C 't l' Sophomore Mass in Bellarmine the Street-Preaching Work, th~ Reports indicated that an un-
y ca ourgeo1s ap1 a ism, , Singer Chapel. C. S; M. C., as well as iritra-So-
Liberalism, or Secularism. 'It is a Jean Lerner,· lovely lady of L C G 1 d l't . . . usually high number of votes fi h f h 
. · 
11 
,, eonard . artner, new y a 1 y achv1ties such as speeches t · th(! 11 d th t · 
g t 0 eac against a · fashionable melodies, will feature l t d f t 'll 'd C th l' A t' b b were cas m po an a m-e ec e pre ec w1 pres1 e at on a o 1c c ion Y mem ers; terest in the election· was at a 
What It Is Xavier songs, along with the sea· the meeting at which the con- are recitation of the Little Office high pitch throughout the entire 
"Secularism may be described son's latest hits. crete program, formulated by of the Blessed Virgin. The reso- time during which the balloting 
in general as the. spirit ·of that Long one of the most popular the officers of the Sodality, will lutions of the National. Students took place. 
society which came into power bands in collegiate circles, Ray- be presented for the approval of Spiritual Convention will be A two-thirds majority was giv-
in the nineteenth century and mond has recently lead the Com- the members. proposed to the Sodalists for en to Roosevelt on the Xavier 
which is dominant all about us modores through a cruise of mid- The resolutions adopted last adoption. campus where the 297 votes cast 
today. Its most . characteristic western University dances in- summer at the National Students Father Steiner expressed con- on the Avondale campus marked 
project, as .a frank writer in the eluding Ohio State, Purdue, In- Spiritual Leadership Convention, fidence in an active, purposeful a new high in the percentage of 
bourgeois New Yorker has deftly diana, 'Miami, Kentucky, and college division, will form the year's work because of the unus- students voting in University 
expressed it is 'a feverish search Earlham. nucleus around which the Sodal- ually large membership. The balloting. 
for The Big Money, the Holy The Paramount Plaza in Day- ·ity hopes to build its activities roster is the largest in the his- Roosevelt had 214 votes to 52 
(Continued on Page 8) (Continued on Page 5) during the scholastic .. year. tory of the Xavier Sodality. for Landon .and 31 for Lemke. 
(An Editorial) 
VINCENT E. SMITH 
Editor, The Xaverian News 
rect its attention at a sister institution tive .program of Catholic Action was the 
which up to the present it has regarded credo -for the editorial conference. In-
as an ally? stead, like most lower-bracket Catholic 
· The editorial in question abounds in collegians who are rapidly absorbing the 
A WRITER FROM DAYTON Univer- ignorance of· the facts and- a gross mis- carelessness of the secular hare-brain, ·. sity, endowed with an inventive representation of the idea underlying the he adopted the pragmatic phHosophy 
mind and a singular affinity for the old new editorial union. ·which accepts whatever facts are most 
logical pitfall of petitio principii, took an We cannot quite understand the writ- congenial and jettisons the rest. He did 
item from. a. Hearst. newspaper recently er when he exhumes such -sophomoric not bother to find that the entire second 
and developed it into an amusing editor- triteness as ".unusual gallons of muddy and third days of the convention were 
ial labelled '"Editors Go On A Tear." watei; flowed under the bridge." We devoted to a·ggressive Catholicism. He 
The effusion was probably intended to cannot follow his logic when he cites as· chides the editors for condemning Com-
be an indictment of the .Jesuit CoHege one of the chief arguments against the -munism and. leaves the impression that 
Newspaper.Association organized last sum- JC.NA the fact that an account of its for- they ratified its forbear, "ruthless indus-
mer. at a convention held in Cincinnati. mation appeared in The Chicago Amer~ trial capitalism." Yet. he ignores the ad-
Aside from the motive .back of the article, ican. - But his ·greatest lapse comes in de- dress delivered by Rev. Frederic Sieden-
we were alarmed that the writer should claring that the convention was purely burg, S. J., eminent sociologist, in which 
leave the impression that his university negative 'in character, that the assembled it was pointed out that "the defeat of 
is harboring Communists. Can it .be that editors were "agin" every.thing, that ruthless communism can only come with 
Dayton is entrusting to Red•minded stu- nothing positive was proposed. th~ defeat of its prime c.ause, ruthless 
dents the leadership in its extra-curricu- If he had informed ~imself, as an edi- capitalism." (He a?parenti+r had never. 
lar activities? Can it be that Catholic tcirial writer should, 1f he had soug~t hea.rd that Father S1edenburg .devoted an 
students are fraternizing with the· Sov-· facts from ,more reliable sources. than m enti~e. speech at the con:rentlon. toVl'.ard 
lets in resenting· the ·efforts made to ex- a clipping from a newspaper c1rcula~ed .C:hl'ist1an. means of . securing socia'1 J~­
tenriinate the Reds 11nd pinks in Ainerica? fiv\.l h~ndred miles from the. convent1~n tice.) . Fmally, he lmks. th~ JCN<A ~1th 
. WilHt·be neceasary for·the JOI;tiA io di- _city, he would have leaTned that a pos1-, the Liberty-League as if to accuse the 
peace. 
'llhe writer may have been sincere; he 
may have been inspired. At any rate, he 
has entertained us with a neat bit ·of 
shadow-boxing. If the Hearst ·paper 
·which .he assails earlier in his article mis-
represented the facts as much as he did 
in his Catholic publication, there would 
be ground for believing that the freedom 
of the press has reached that point where 
it should be restricted • 
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Xavier Alumnus· 
Runs For Office Pays Tribute To Teacher I EJection In 
'--.:;.._ _________ __, Senior Class 
Contest Entry Blank 
·REVEREND 
WILLIAM J. 
TALBOT, S. J, 
(Editors Note: The 
following item writ-
ten by Mr. Nixson 
Denton, sports edit~ 
or of the Times-star 
appeared in his col-
umn "Seco.nd 
Thoughts." It was 
one of the many 
tributes paid to the 
X a v i e r professor 
who died last 
week.) 
Again Friday 
To Choose Member Of 
Student Council To 
Succeed Donald Bar· 
man. 
SECOND: John F. Mitchell, a former 
MINUTE: ...................................... Xaverian, now the Democratic 
candidate for Prosecuting Attor-
QUABTER1 .................................. ney of Ha111ilton County, is a 
great believer in the "co-op" sys-
NAME ............................................ tern in education. 
Mr. Mitchell has announced 
ADDRESS ..................... .'.............. that if he is elected Prosecutor, 
Entrant must be present at 
Homecoming Dance to Receive 
·Door Prize. 
he will attempt to make it pos-
s~ble 'for law students in thiSTo-
cality to study the administra-
tion of criminal justice at first-
For, the second time this year, /'--------------'/hand. His idea is to allow bona-
members of the Senior Class will fide law students access · to .the 
go to the polls to elect a Studerit Sec·ond- Debate inner sanctum. of his office, show 
Council representative to sue- them how complaints and arrests 
ceed retiring delegates. are made, how indictments are 
The votes will be cast tomor- Will Be Staged drawn, how juries are selected, 
row at the request of Student and the hundred other practical 
Council President Joe R. Kruse, 'B ·ph·1 c1· b aspects of the law which cannot 
to determine a successor to Don- y I op 11 possibly be taught . in the law-
ald Barman who was forced to schools. 
retire after the death of his · "I well remember my first 
father. , criminal case," Mr. Mitchell says, 
·Barman, a Senior in the Col- The League Of Nations "though it was twenty years ago. 
lege of Liberal Arts, has been an · I knew the principles of law in-
active member of the Council Is Chosen As Topic For volved, and what was to be done. 
for the past three years. K bl 0' C But I found myself running 
James Yates, the other senior em e • onner, about like a chicken with its 
representative was recently elect- · Benson~Salein Debate. head off trying to: find out l:tow 
ed to the chair left vacant upon to proceed. It would please me 
SOMEHOW WE FEEL useless overlooked by the black-gaiibed the failure of Bill Kenney to re- greatly to do ,.spmething to save and weary today, as if sudden- brothers, whose business it was turn to school. Raymond J. Kemble, arts sen- the lawyers of the future from 
ly and all unexpected we had ~o s7e that there was no traffic~- ior, and John F. O'Connor, arts such embarrassment." 
become old. But for a little mo- 1i;ig m co~traband, no surrepti- Clef Club junior, will take the affirmative This should be· of. interest to 
ment upon reading of the death tious smokmg. . and Albert S. Salem and Edward students of Xavier who hope to 
of the Rev. William J, Talbot, But some of the cigarettes es- C. Benson, arts juniors, the neg- enter the legal profession. The 
s. J., at the Good Samaritan caped the vigilance of the watch, Hastens. In ative of the question, Resolved: idea.was so well received at the 
Hospital Tuesday our youth and these turned out to be Fath- That the United States should College of Law of the University 
came b~ck to us ~nd we could er Talbot's torment. enter a League of Nations, wheri of Cincinnati, that a group of 
hear, through a quarter of a cen- Aware t~at he co~ld hardly Development they present the second Philo- students, including John Druffel, 
tury, a group of littl~ friends, in- s~e the prmted page m front ?f pedian debate of the school year formerly of Xavier, have organ-
cluding ourselves, becoming en- him, the braver boys seated m ___ Monday afternoon. This was an- ized a "Mitchell for Prosecutor" 
tangled in Greek verbs and in- the rear o.f the clasl'.room, wo.uld Jack Shack, Commerce junior nounced Tuesday by Vincent E. Club. 
toning in boyish sing-song, the puff and mha.le Ut?tll .the build- and former assistant manager, Smith, president of -the Poland Mr. Mitchell is also being sup-
Anabasis and the llliad. mg reeked with mcotme. will replace Donald J. Barman, Philopedian Society. ported by Frank X. Brearton, 
Along about 1912, at St. Ma~y's For a while it was good fun, who resigned his post as busine'ss It was decided to· change the Xavier alumnus ~ho was admit-
College, St. Mary's Kans., it was because Father Talbot could not! manager of the Clef . Club this wording of the question from the ted to the bar this past year. 
Father Talbot's martyrdom to be or perhaps would not, catch the week, according to an announce- too specific "League of Nations" . 
assigned to teach about thirty transgressors, but fihnally the ment made _by Kim G. Darragh, since memories 'of the League's • ·-·---------
boys from the midlands the fun- word went out tha.t .t ~re would president. recent Ethiopian fiasco might · 
damentals of the great literature ~e 1~~· more sm~km1hm Father Darragh also stated that the give the negative an undue ad- J I' L h 8 S p that was developed long before ~ 0 s ro?m un ess . e smokers Xavier Quartet is progressing vantage.· U IUS 0 r' • • • 
Christ along the shores of the rn~h~ .~0 mcur the r~kd of. ha;- very satisfactorily and. will be The speakers will · be given -The favorite barber 
Agean Sea. memb:;s ~~s~~e ~~~~ !.homer~ featur~d at the concerts which eight minutes for ·.constructive 
It was Father Talbot's misfor- perfectly competent to dow the are bemg prepared by the· Clef 'speeches and four minutes for of the Campus 
tune to be near-sighted and it punching Club to be given in· the near fu- rebuttals. A critic judge and a 
v.:as his misfortune to have a This fi~e man had conquered, ture. The quartet is made up of time-keeper . will be appoint.ed 
kmdly heart. not by threats, not by ·harsh dis- Jack Shack, Thomas Harper, hr the president. at the begm-
3757 Mongom~ry Road 
, .. In those days, in Kansas, it was cipline, but by the gentle love Frank Moore and Joseph Schulte. mng of the meeting. 
a crime to have in one's posses- that was in him and by the love 
sion a cigarette but this meant that he inspired. 
little to the boarding students None of us who were at St. 
who, stopping in Kansas City, Mary's long ago probably could 
Mo., on their way to school, recite the Greek alphabet but 
would spend their last dimes Father Talbot taught us ~ore 
stocking up on Fatimas, Mela- than Greek-kindliness and char-
chrinos and the like, hiding them ity-and none of us has altogeth-
in places where they would be er forgotten these. . 
R. 0. T. C. Unit 
Will Parade 
November 11 
halves of the football game the 
cadets will participate in a re-
view to. be held on the field. All 
members of the unit are expect-
ed to be present. Those who will 
be unable to attend must be ex-
cused previously. The president 
of the University has requested 
that as mariy cadets as possible 
A • • D p d participate. Purpose of the re-rmisllce ay ara e view will be to show the advance 
Will Mark First Pub· made sfnce September by the 
. . unit, and to give some indication 
lie Appearance Of Xav• of the progress to be looked for. 
• • There are available to R. O. T. 
1er Unit. C. members a number of band 
instruments not in usi. These 
,--- will be lent to stud·ents ·who de~ 
Xavier's R. 0. T. C. will make sire to take music lessons prepar-
its first public appearance on Ar- atory to entering the band which 
mistice Day, November 11. this year is open only to' cadets. 
Approximately eighty mem- It is hoped that the decrease in 
·~rs of the .ui:iit will participate the cost of music study furnished 
in the Armistice Day parade to by the loan of . the instruments 
be held in Cincinnati.- Those will cause R. O. T. c. members 
who take part in the parade will interested in the band to tak~ up 
not march. but will us~ ~he army the study. 
trucks which the military de- The following instruments are 
partment has. . available: three clarinets, B. fiat; 
All mem~ers of th~ band :v111 one flute, "C"; one saxophone, E. 
take par.t !n the review. Smee flat; two trombones, B. flat; two 
only a. limited number can be altos, E. fiat; one piccolo, D. flat. 
taken m the .trucks, only those Those interested should see c pt 
of the others who make appli- Wrockloff in the Militar o~ · cati~n will be included in the in the Biology Building. Y ce 
contingent. A request has been 
made for cadets to drive the ;-----------== 
trucks, since there are not enough 
enlisted men to handle all the FLYING CADETS 
vehicles. All wheeled equipment The Military D~partment 
including the cannon· will b'e has announced that appllca-
used, tions for the Flying Cadets are 
The R. O. T. C. will· again ap- now available. in the omce ·in: 
pear before the public on Dads the Biology Building. 
Day, November 14. :Between the,._ ___ _. ___ _. __ ..;.._.J 
'YES, 1 TOOi< YOUR ADVICE, 
JUDGE, 6AV5 MY PIPE. 
A Tl-IO~U6H OVERHAULING 
AND ~e-8,ROK.E IT IN WITH 
PRINCE 'ALBERT. NOW 
SHE'S "11-lE SWEETEST, 
COOLEST PIPE ive EVER 
SMOK.ED 
HERE's WHY THERE'S NO OTHER TOBACCO :LIKE PRINCE ALBERrrP.A7isJc'HolcE'·°"· 
MELLOW TOBACCO;. "CRIMP cur'' FOR COOLNESS-WITH THE''BITE"REMOVED BY 
SPECIAL PROCESS. ITS THE LARGEST-SELLING _TOBACCO 
IN THE WORLD. AND. ~WELL FOR '1MAKIN's• CIGARETTES. 
SMOKE 20 PIPEFULS OF P.A. AT OUR RISK 
Smoke 20 frapant pipefula of Prince Albert. If :rou don't find it the maUow• 
eat, taatieat pipe tobacco )'OU e••r · amoked, retur"' t~e pocket tla wltb ~th• 
reat of the tobacco in it to ua at any time within a month from tb1a ·elate, ti:ntl 
we will rnua.d full purchue price. pluai po•ta••·- . 
P ' isi.netll R .• J, REYNOLDS TO·B.ACCO.COMPANY . . RlftliE A1.1EiT';:;... ·. 
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l Rockne system.) - .. T. h e . h Paul Barrett, St. Bernard, 0.: ·.. F 0 g . a u s Picked Xavier. Best passing: Davis:Elkins. Outstanding for Xavier: Howe. Cummins should 1------------------------------' part his hair in the middle. (Paul is an old grad and could-Just as the sages used to say, 
there is nothing so hostile as a 
hometown crowd a·fter tile local 
boys have dropped one: And 
furthermore what's-its-name hath 
no fury like it. Time and time 
again the customers bit sullenly 
into their hot dogs and ignored 
us. Albsolutely no answers were 
forthcoming. Even the Knot-
holers sneered into our pleading 
pans. We were just about to ask 
Major Har.per's fox terrier what 
he thought of the contest when 
a few of the spectators broke 
down: 
Willlam Wanstrath, Cin. 0.: 
Koprowski lost what Cummins 
gained. Xavier has a fair team 
but shows no cooperation! (It 
wasn't so much what this gentle-
man said but the shade of his 
complexion when he said it, that 
drove us to shelter. We hope 
Mr. Wanstrath had a two trouser 
suit because his ire indicated that 
he lost his pants on this game.) 
Alice Desmond, Ft. Thomas, 
Ky.: Picked Davis-Elkins to win. 
Xavier outplayed for three-quar-
ters of the game. Outstanding 
man for Xavier: Farasey. Best 
play: Cummins' thirty yard pass 
to Kucia. 
(Ladylike answers given in a 
ladylike way by a very ladylike 
lady. You can't realize how dif-
ficult it is to be ladylike in a sur-
ging crowd and at the same time 
answer questions to try to keep 
coffee and mustard off the new 
crepe de chin.) 
n't __ help expounding the merits of 
X. teams which performed when 
he went to Xavier, which was 
last year. A good lad who set 
coffee up for all.) 
Jerry Paine, Covington, Ky.: 
No choice of teams. Xavier b·est 
in first half. Most thrilling play: 
Touchdown pass by Davis-Elkins. 
Cummins outstanding for Xavier. 
(Thinking we were G. men, 
Jerry at once got out his citizen-
ship papers and protested his in-
nocence. However he turned out 
to be a very fine fellow and his 
Stoney Burke, Covington, Ky.: citizenship papers turned out to 
Pre-game choice. Xavier. Best be an old issue of Shopping 
passing attack: Davis-Elkins. Ko- News.) 
prowski best for Xavier. Greg- Miss Helen Bartlett, Dayton, 
ory best for D. E. Xavier a class- Ohio: Pre-game choice: Xavier. 
ier team but had bad bi·eaks. Best for Davis-Elkins: Gregory. 
(This man not only answered Best for Xavier: "That No. 1 fel-
the questions asked him but made low." Public Address System: 
up a few of his own. A poten- Poor. Do you like half-backs 
tial politician if we ever saw one. batter than ends? I like quar-
We managed to slip away as he I terbacks. Busy after the game? 
started on a brief history of the Yes. (We argued for some time 
but she insisted that Cuinmins 
looked best for X. She ruled 
that last question out as irrele-
vant. Oh well!) 
Vincent Siemon, 14 years old, 
Avondale: Pre-game choice: Da-
vis-Elkins. Best for Xavier: 
Kruse and Nebel. Public Ad-
dress System: "I wasn't there 
when they had that." Do you 
think guards are dumber than 
tackles? Yes. (He answered 
the last question without reserve 
or hesitation. Perhaps he didn't 
know Schuhmann has b e en 
changed to fullback). 
Herbert Lansing, Vine St.: Pre-
game choice: Xavier. Best for 
Xavier: Farasey. Do you think 
the military unit is an improve-
ment in band uniform? "Don't 
make any difference to me! I 
came to see the football game." 
Which side of the Xavier line do 
you consider the stronger? With-
out a doubt, the right side. (He 
didn't seem to care if we had a 
band or not. He was rather dis-
gusted having a buck on X). 
We had a hard time getting 
material this week. Spent fifteen 
minutes in the knot-hole sectton 
trying to interview one of the 
boys. They thought it was a trick. 
We had one of them about to 
come through when another one· 
hollered, "Don't do it, Corky, 
you'll be tossed out on yer ear!" 
Summary: Pre-game choice: 
Xavier; Davis-Elkins. After game 
choice: Davis-Elkins. Public Ad-
dress System sounded like: (1) 
the announcer had indigestion 
and hiccups alternately, or (2) 
he announced from the back seat 
of a trembling model T Ford. 
Best for Davis-Elkins: Ones in 
red. Best for X: Ones in blue. 
Band uniform preferred: (1) last 
year's uniform; (2) military unit; 
(3) unon suit; (4) straight-jacket._ 
John Fogarty, Jim -Hausmann. 
New, Stylish 
Rain Coats 
- and 
Umbrellas 
-
Ifs a Liq ht Smoke! 
When you reach for another 
••• and another I 
Maybe you've never sat up through a lonely night 
-working and smoking hour after hour, lighting 
one cigarette from another - depending upon · 
the cheerful smoke of your cigarette to keep 
you company and help you along. It's times 
like these you're grateful for a light smoke ... for a 
Lucky Strike! For, though you may smoke right 
on through the night, you c n trust a light 
smoke to be gentle with your throot. Lucky Strike 
is the only cigarette to offer you the important 
protection of "Toasting." And further, since 
your Luckies are made from the very tenderest, 
most mellow center-leaf tobacco, you'll find they 
taJte good to you-all day-and all night, too! 
'* * NEWS FLASH! * * 
Tries 14 times in vain-
then wins 4 in a row 
Ruth Hoff, a stenographer of East 
6Bth Street, New York, has been 
enrering the "Sweepstakes" since 
they began, but never won until a 
month ago. Then she really clicked 
and won four in a row. 
Have :yo11 entered yet? Have you 
won j"Ottr delicious Lucky Strikes? 
There's music on the air. Tune in 
"YourHitParade,"Wednesdayand 
Saturday evenings. Listen, judge, 
ind comeare the tunes-then try 
Your Lucky Strike "Sweepstakes." 
And if you're not already smokint; 
Luckies, buy a pack today and try 
them, too. Maybe you've been mis"-
ing something; You'll appreciate 
the advantages ofJ,uckics-A Light 
Smoke ohi~ll,ripc·bodil:d tobacco. 
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We Make A Decision-
THE QUESTION BEFORE the elector-ate of the nation next week is the 
most important in American history and 
will exert a tremendous force in shaping 
the conditions of the future. The lines 
segregating one party from the other are 
more sharply drawn than at any previ-
ous date by virtue of the New Deal ad-
venturing into what had been universal-
ly regarded as the exclusive rights of pri-
vate industry. '11he campaign is not .be-
ing waged solely on the economic front. 
The social ideals of tht! Roosevelt "brain-
trust" are at stake, and the American 
people are about to decide once for all 
whether the government should retain its 
policy of interference when and where 
necessary or whether big-business shoulld 
be accorded' "the-sky's-the-limit" free-
dom which it has enjoyed in the past. 
the nation is centered chiefly in one class. 
On the other hand, the Republicans in-
sist that freedom transcends ·immediate 
prosperity and if given this freedom and 
if government is again quiet and stabil-
ized and conducive to confidence, the fi. 
nanciers will loose their money and bring 
out the greatest boom in history. How 
the battle will terminate depends greatly 
on the force of the Lemke-Father Cough-
lin faction. But the American people-
and little they know it-will next week 
determine the future ·political philosophy 
of American government. 
They should approach their. decision 
knawingly and sincerely. 
Fatlier Talbot-
THE PRESENT STUDENT BODY at Xavier University knew very little 
of Rev. William J. Talbot, S. J. His de-
clining days forced him from active 
teaching work some. time ago, and for a 
long time prior to his death, he was con-
fined to bed. 
Father Talbot was not a public figure 
whose death will affect in a material way 
the fortunes of any group. However, 
his deeply religious attitude toward life, 
his many years of cheerful and unselfish 
labor for Xavier, his sincerity, his kindli-
ness, his profound interest in Catholic 
youth have wrought an enduring mem-
ory among the faculty, students and 
alumni. 
Father Talbot's virtues linger as an 
inspiration. In 1933, he was accorded 
one of the few temporal blessings con· 
ferred upon members of the Society of 
Jesus, that of celebrating the fiftieth an-
niversasry of his entrance ~nto religious 
life. Not endowed with physical vigor, 
he fought illness during a great portion 
of his latter years. ~ 
Our confidence in his eternal happiness 
fathers forth the determination to weigh 
the things of life in a· more thorough and 
careful manner and to take them at their 
worth. 
After elections are over, the cigar 
stores around the campaign headquarters 
wilt experience a stump. 
Back of the New Deal ensign may be Amusing Incidents-
.seen the body of laborers who flourished ALL PA'l1RIOT·IC AND RELIGIOUS 
under the NRA and who see in Mr. 
Roosevelt a Moses come to lead them in- people throughout the country must 
to the promised land. The unemployed ~=i:i~n~i::~~~~ef ~~~~e~h:nr~:e~~~~ ~::i 
are also solidly aligned behind the Dem- Browder, communistic candidate for 
ocrats, for the relief e:xcpenditures - al- President, and leader of the communistic 
though dubbed time and again by the op- activities in the United States, is receiv-
position as a welter of waste .and extrav- ing throughout the country. It isn't so 
agance - have in reality brought food much that we like to see Mr. Browder 
and clothing and shelter. to the neepy at mistreated, but that we see in his recep-
a time when depression and despair hung 
heavily over their thresholds. Many of tion the expressian of the ·people's opin-
the middle-class will alRo help to swing ion of communism. · 
votes into the Roosevelt column for the Having been arrested in Terra Haute, 
Ind.' for vagrancy, Earl borrowed a few thin/ting citizenry are convinced and 
thankful that government interference thousand dollars probably from the fund 
was necessary when Mr. Hoover. left of- made possible by the donations of the 
people he has duped, and made a great 
lice in 1933 to stem the growing unrest ado about the soundness of his financial 
and possibly to stave afl' revolution. 
status, claiming he was framed fram 
The Republicans are firm in their con- making a sp\!ech, and that he was in no 
tention that the New Deal was unethical sense a .. vagrant. His most recent esca-
in that it intruded upon free ente1:1prise pade, which was only a few days ago, 
and aided only a minor 'sector of the pop- was in Florida, where he was forcibly 
ulace at the e:xcpense of penalizing the prevented from making a speech by some 
majority. Big-business,· striving force- of the seemingly few remaining real-
fully to protect itself from the dominat- Americans. Mr. Browder. was mildly in-
ing hand of Washington, is now heatedly censed to say the least, even going so far 
crusading for Gov. Landon, whose polit- as to make use of some of the despised 
ical non-entity up till a few months ago Bourgeoisie frills, and swearing aut a 
constitutes his chief obstacle to victory. warrant for a sheriff, deputy, and one 
Two other factors will substantially aid other whom he charges took part in his 
the GOP. First, disgruntled Democrats chastisement. 
will either dutifully neglect their suffrage Communism takes root and thrives in· 
or voice their protest against the New disorder, and in the darkest days of the 
Deal by voting reluctantly for the Re- depression it was a definite menace to 
publicans. Second, commercialized jour- the people of the United States, but these 
nalism, either because in some cases it demonstrations strike an encouraging 
is the puppet of ·big business or. becawse note, since they seem to mirror. the im-
it is alal'med at the "proximity" of the proved conditions throughout the coun-
New Deal to State Absolutism and fears try. In a certain large city a straw vote 
censorship - has· been attempting for is being taken, and of some four thous-
months to convert the voters to the fru- and ballots received, the communistic 
gal-minded Kansas governor. . party received' only 18 votes which is 
The social ideals of the New Deal vs. several thousand percent Iess than they 
the economic platform of the Landonites. received in a similar vote taken in 1932. 
That is the reason far the intense inter- The voters of the country may talk 
est in the campaign not only in America about F. D. R. being a dictator, and Gov-
but,abroad. The New Dealers preach ernor Landon being a tool of Wall Street, 
that an improvement of the masses, an but they don't want to be taken too seri-
effort by the government to transfer the ously by some radical who thinks they 
money of the rich into the depleted pock- are in need of a leader to rid them of 
ets of the poor, is the prime requisite of these menaces . . • 
prosp~rity, since the purchasing power of 
-F.R.S. 
YOU SAID IT 
BY JOHN FOGARTY 
OF ALL THE seasons of the year, ·Professors like the autumn, 
Cause at .this time the boys recall 
A part of what was taught 'em. 
Already the Sword and Plumers ,are 
talking up their Pow Wow dance, and 
suggest that a contest is in the offing. 
The old grads who sponsor this affair 
are boys who have profited by their eco-
nomics. Nobody except a few hotels 
have lost on this dance within the mem-
ory of marr. ~Keep us out of the low 
pirced car field', is the motto of the Pow 
Wow promoters. Many an Xaviel' lad 
donned his necktie to attend a recent 
dance at that well known mountain on 
the Ohio. George Schaffer. floating by 
during the last waltz (horribly played) ; 
pauses to ask, "Daesn't' this do something 
to you?·" George is a tackle. Did you 
notice the word 'Debaate' which appear-
ed on the front page of the last issue ·of a 
well known paper published by a uni· 
versity beginning with X? Word comes 
that playing on a wet field is develGping 
a web-footed team for Xavier. Came 
clean 'Hot Fire', how much was that stol-
en . overcoat really worth? With the 
whole editorial staff kicking Communism 
in the teeth, it seems the time ·has come 
for this department to strike a blow. And 
I would too, but somehow I think that 
I'll wait till I'm better Red on the sub-
ject. Nothing so excited looking as Frosh 
Putman's hair. Young swain waiting in 
parlor for girl friend, suddenly confront-
ed by g. f.'s kid ·brother: Oh, hello there 
Archie. How are you doing in school? 
Sure its none of my business, but I just 
thought I'd ask. No, no Archie don't 
step on my shoes. Get away you rat be-
fore I bitf you. Now don't cry, look at 
my watch. See? tick, tock. You can 
·hold it. Oh, ooooh Archie! musn't swing 
it around that way. Look, give it back; 
that's a nice boy. What's wrong with my 
face? Why nothing, I-um, a wise guy, 
eh. Tell me Archie do many other boys 
come to see your sister? What! And 
they bririg candy too? Are they nice 
boy& Archie? Oh, you like them better 
than me. Now Archie, please don't push 
in my hat. You'll tell your mother I'm 
beating you? All right go on and push 
it in. Hmmm, come over and sit with 
me Archie. Tsk, tsk, isn't that a shame 
Mrs. So-and-so, I •can't imagine how 
Archie hit his head on the floor. Looks 
like he's going to have a hickey too. Gee, 
that's too bad. Well, your · daught!'lr is 
ready at last. Good night Mrs. So-and-
so; tough about Archie's h~ad. Hate· to 
bring ~P old subjects, but have you 
heard about 'Carlo' Baker.'s delima? It 
seems that he was driving down a narrow 
road, trees on both sides-suddenly a pig 
crosses the road. The question is should 
he have hit the trees and saved the pig or 
visa versa? 'Carlo' hit the pig; "Would 
you, would you?" 
Coll~ge World 
BY ROBERT H. FOX 
KENYON COLLEGE has just estab· lished a swimming requirement for 
graduation. According ta the student pa-
.per editor: "This clearly shows that Ken-
yon College is years ahead of contempor-
ary educational theory and practice. We 
all know that leaders mlist swim. Messrs. 
Alfred Landon, Albert Einstein, Leon 
Tratsky, Aildous Huxely, Kagawa, and 
Lord Baden-Powel are without doubt 
proficient swimmers.'" . . . 
Decline in college football is predicted 
by an Associated Collegiate Pr~ss des-
patch. The game will be "dead in 1942" 
unless 'drastic steps are taken to placate 
the loudest furore in years against ath-
letic subsidization and spectator drunk-
enness. "Alumni" who flunked out of 
grade school are blamed for most of the 
disorders reaching a new peak this sea-
son .... 
An editorial in the Miami Stu.dent says, 
"Why vote?" The.'Kentucky Kernel says: 
'C'onfused by the bedlam, we cease to 
care whether donkey or. elephant stand 
at the helm. 
SWORD AND ·PLUME 
SHOULD COOP.ERATE 
WITH UNIVERSITY 
IN DANCE 
WHEN THE STUDENT COUNCIL finally decides to consider an as'-
pect of the university other than its ath-
letic or social welfare, it can find· plenty 
'of opportunity to win the respect of the 
student body if it does something about 
the Order of the Sword ·and Plume. 
Theoretically, the graduate fraternity 
shauld come under the Council's super-
vision. Its activity should be regulated 
closely to the Council, and it should, to 
remain a bonafide organization, do some-
thing for Xavier in addition to spending 
her money on .projects that could and 
should be handled by the Cauncil itself. 
Reports have it that the frate.rnity is 
planning a Pow-Wow next month, and 
wrthout first seeking the approval of the 
Council intends to use its official name 
and that of the university in its publicity. 
The flouting of the Council's (IUthority 
should, of course, warrant the rejection 
of the Sword and Plume· by the Univer-
sity. At least the grads should ·be put on 
probation as a unit until they have con-
vinced ·the Council that the continuance 
of their fraternity is worthwhile. 
LAST WEEK WE SAID some nice things in this column abaut the ath-
letic department. While nothing is far-
ther from our mind than the reversal of 
our position, still we cannot pass up the 
occasion of a few words about. the fall of 
the Musketeers. We drifted into the fleld-
house after the game and found ·there 
all the gloom and gravity of a sepulchre. 
People were walking .back and forth, 
wringing their. harids, writhing in the 
pain of defeat, mumbling that the Mus-
kies looked as bad . as the good teams of 
the long-forgotten past. All their bril-
liant work against Kentucky and Ohio 
Wesleyan went.into the ash-can., The 
coach sulked in for sympathy, got none, 
and sulked out again. The players filed 
by the door and found scowls as their 
recognition. In short, the idea of defeat 
seemed a non-entity until Davis and El-
kins capitalized on a few breaks and sur-
prised a few of the "fair. weather" friends 
of Xavier University. 
'llhe Musketeers had an off-night. The 
breaks which hi n d e r e d their play 
throughout the year could not forever be 
offset by the ski1led play of ,Clem·crowe's 
spirited gridders. It was rainy: the Mus-
keteers have never .been mud-dogs and 
were lucky to win over Western Ken-
tucky Teachers and Ohio Wesleyan. 
There were plenty of ·breaks: the Scarlet 
got them ·an. The same halfback who 
last year was one of the high-scorers of 
the nation was due for a Iet:.ctown after 
fine work during''the previous games: the 
let-down came against D .. & E. When it 
came to statistics, the Musketeers were 
sa far ahead of Davis and Elkins that the 
latter looked like a high school team. 
We do not object to the disappointment 
which should follow a defeat. But we do 
thiiik that the disappointment should be 
alleviated by such circumstances as "the· 
seldom-seen" plays in virtue of -which 
Davis and Elkins emerged from the game 
victorious. 
The Musketeers have hit storiny 
weather many times in the past and 
should do so many times in the future. 
If a team were never in danger of losing, 
there would be no spirit to the game. · 
So perk up, .Xavier fans. Better d~ys 
are ahead. The game Saturday starts at 
2:30. " 
I Jl<>ET'S PLAYGROUND I 
BY JIM HAUSMAN 
The Passing Threat-
He was said to be great 
As he tossed out a pass.• · 
Why there never had been 
Anyone in his class. 
Just to thrill all the maids. 
He would pass fifty yards 
Ju.st to thrill all the maids. 
Now he sits in the stands 
For not passing his grades. 
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Oh Say 
Can You See??? 
TO CELEBRATE GOLDEN JUBILEE 
SEVERAL BITS that we have 
.been reading during the week 
have nailed our head to the top-
ic 'of words, or vice versa. A re-
port on the present state of the 
business letter in America must 
make Horatius Mann and con-
freres turn the other side to the 
sun. Unintelligibility rates al-
most 40%; single vagueness to a 
letter top 66%; and misuse of 
words leaps to 93% of the batch 
of letters. Who can . know what 
the percentages are for personal 
·letters? for political speeches? 
for radio gusto? for Sophomore 
themes and Freshman chatter? 
and--ah!-columnysts? 
city championship twice. mained for nearly three years. 
Father Nolan then came to For another two years he was 
Cincinnati as assistant pastor at assistant at the Jesu Church, 
St. Xavier Church from 1913 lo Marquette University, Milwau-
1918. He founded the Rosary kee, Wis. 
Christ Child Society, a charitable He return<ifi to Cincinnati in 
enterprise that still flourishes. 1924 as Mini!ter at Xavier Uni-
The Society began in the charit- versity. 
able work in 1915 by gathering After two years he became 
paper and magazines. As the Dean of Men, a position that he 
work developed a truck was ne- held for seven years. In 1933 he 
cesssary for the collections and a began assisting in the Depart-
store opened on lower Broadway ment of History as instructor in 
for the exchange and sale of ar- American history. He retired 
ticles donated to the Society. from this work last year and is 
Proceeds of the work are devot- now student chaplain. 
eel to the purchase of clothing Father Nolan has begun an ac-
for needy children throughout tive lecture season this fall 
the city. The Society has also speaking before school and par-
been of assistance throughout the ish groups of this area on the 
years to the St. Xavier Free Day subject .,"The Passion and Resur-
Nursery. rection of Christ." He is also 
The Rosary Christ Child Soci- popular as a retreat-master. 
ety was the pioneer of the Cath- In looking back over the broad 
olic charitable enterprises in field of endeavor in which he has 
Cincinnati. They also endowed a been engaged . during his fifty 
scholarship to Xavier University years in the Society, Father No-
which has been awarded annual- Ian points to the years at St. Xa-
ly to ·a needy student. Th'e vier Church in connection with 
Young Men's Sodality at St. Xa- lbe Rosary Christ Child Society 
vier Church when under .Father as the most gratifying of his ca-
Nolan's direction also endowed a reer. Here he was in contact 
It seems that America is not 
taking her education; or, taking 
it, she has her hands full of ob-
scurations and nothing. This 
isn't the first time that we've 
been reminded that our expres-
sion is weak. We've heard the 
erying of seers about the over-
emphasis-if it can be overed-
on knowledge, facts, dates, and 
ways of nailing a nail and milk-
ing· a cow; about the neglect of 
principles underlying thinking 
and expressing thought; about 
cramming the names and dates 
of literature instead of studying 
what has been said and how; 
Father Thomas A. Nolan 
Will Be Honorecl At 
Public Reception; A 
Veteran At Xavier. 
nis F. Burns, president of Xavier, scholarship to Xavier University. with the children of the poor 
will preach the jubilee sermon. In 1918 Father Nolan went to and il was their expressions of 
Father Nolan will be guest of St. F1:ancis Xavier Church, Kan- gratitude that are afuong his 
honor at a dinner Sunday noon isras~C~i~t~y~,~a~s~p~as~l~o~r~'~v~h~e~r~e~h~e~·~1~·e~-~1n~o~s~t~p~r~·e~c~io~t~1s~m~e~m~o~r~ie~s~.~~~ 
at the Sinton to which members 
of the clergy of Greater Cincin-
nati have been invited. 
· a!bout the fact methods of the Fifty years as a member of the 
university descending upon the Society of Jesus will be observ-
college and high school without 
much of the method. American ed by the Rev. Thomas A. Nolan, 
seers didn't have to look far to S. J., former Dean of Men and 
find what was being done in Eu- present cha{llain at Xavier Uni-
ropean secondary schools and versity, next Sunday morning 
colleges, and ·everi in this coun- wi,th a solemn high mass at st. 
try some years back. Then-and Xavier Church, beginning at 10 
there-it was-and is~believed o'clock. 
that powers of expression are 
better than facts for the growing A large gathering of friends 
boy, who was made to crop the and acquaintances is expected to 
. join Father Nolan in the observ-
r1ght word for Homer's epithet, ance. A public reception is to be 
and snare the meaning of Tully's held Sunday afternoon from 3 to 
periods. But we-ah me, we-
we sign for the course in Bull- 5 o'cfock in the Hotel Sinton 
ock's Ancient Mythology and Ballroom. Father Nolan is wide-
Jearn to send the word to Hades. ly known in Cincinnati as a na-
. . . tive son, as a former student and 
Ir~ .. add1t1on to the re~ort on _professor at Xavier University, 
busmess letters, my rea~mg led and as an assistant pastor at St. 
me to a remark of Christopher Xavier Church. 
Morley's: 'Phraseology happens 
to be my profession . , . I work _Assisting h_im at the solemn 
hard over my stuff.' Morley has high mass will be the Rev. John 
a reputation for saying things in C. Malloy, S .. J., as d~acon, and 
the right way. Maybe he learn-- the Rev. Urban H. K1llacky, S. 
ed at Oxford. Maybe he works J., as sub-deacon. The Rev. Den-
Ray Raymond 
Signed For 
Homecoming 
Father Nolan was born in Cin-
cinnati on December 19, 1863, the 
son of Michael and Bridget No-
lan. He was one of a family of 
six children, three of whom died 
while young. 
A sister, Margaret, died about 
five years ago. Another sister, 
Mary, who was organist at the 
Church of the Assumption for 
many years, is still living. She 
resides with the Sisters of Notre 
Dame at St. ·Joseph's Heights, 
Dixie Highway, Covington, Ken-
tucky. · 
Father Nolan attended the pa-
rochial school at St. Xavier 
Church, and then entered the 
seven year course at St. Xavier 
College. Af·ter completing his 
sixth year he decided to enter 
the Society of Jesus, at the Novi-
tiate in Florissant, Mo., on Octo-
ber 29, 1886. 
Of the 12 members of his class 
at St. Xavier, Len became priests.· 
Three of this number were raised 
to the dignity of Monsignori-the 
Rt. Rev. Charles Hickey, the Rt. 
Rev. Matthew O'Brien, and Rt. 
Rev. Aloysius Gerdes of Middle-
town. Another member, ·Rev. 
Joseph Shee, became Rector of 
Mt. St. Mary Seminary, Nor-
wood. 
Father Nolan studied philoso-
phy at St. Louis Universisty and 
then went to Woodstock, Mary-
land, for his theological studies. 
hard over his business letters, 
And he usually has something to 
say. Presumably a business man 
has something to say, too,-as al-
so a college themester. But to 
say it! to distill off those vigor-
. ous and delicate drops that will 
express and enhance an essence! 
to cut molds so sure and clean 
that the thought tumbles in, like 
a bearing into its case! This is 
·not to gather words 'and daub 
around until we find a place for 
them: a sure recipe for purple 
patches. It is to have ranged for 
and gathered and caressed, and 
have -them iil the family when 
a marriageable idea turns up. 
(Which reminds us that it was 
this week, too, that the slightly 
irritated prof recommended Pal-
mer's Self-cultivation in· English 
-again.) We heard an ad-man 
say he'd read four books to be 
able to write two paragraphs, be-
cause he didn'-t want to be stut-
tering at the second paragraph. 
We read of a columnyst that in-
terviewed fourteen persons in 
order to present a day's fare. 
How. often this happened we 
can't say, but it is the best lure 
for words, ·- something worth 
saying. How worth saying-
triinslating - in any langauge is 
many a piece of the good old 
Greeks and Romans! Then words 
come in English as they should,-
!lleaningful, imagining, and mov-
ing. 
After two years he returned to 
(Continued from Page 1) St. Louis as a member of the first 
ton, Hotel Anthony Wayne, Lake class to. enter and graduate from 
Wawasee, Indiana, and South the newly opened theologate 
Haven, Michigan, have also been there. 
included in the Commodore's As a scholastic Father Nolan 
stops. taught at St. Ignatius College, 
Plans are being made to ac- Chicago, and in the Academic 
commodate an even larger num- Department at St. Xavier Col-
oer of Homecoming celebrants Jege, now Xavier University, in 
than last year, when the Kemper Cincinnati. 
Lane proved such a popular re- He was ordained to the priest-
union center for returning grads, hood in St. Louis in June, 1900. 
undergraduates, and their friends. After one year of Tertianship 
Tickets following ordination, Father No-
Tickets can be obtained from Ian became Minister of Creigh-
all lettermen at one dollar and a ton University, Omaha, Nebras-ka. He next taught at Detroit 
half per couple. University where failing eye-
One of the features of the eve- sight .forced him to leave the 
ning will be the naming of the class-room and enter pastoral 
winner of the guessing contest, work. He began as Assistant 
when a door prize will be award- Pastor at Holy Family Church in 
ed to the person who has guessed Chicago where he i·emained from 
the closest to the exact second, 1905 to 1913. 
and minute of the quarter in While in Chicago, Father No-
which the first touchdown of the Ian re-organized the Young Men's 
game was made. Sodality ·of the :E'.arish and inaug-
Here is what we mean when we say "Burklee 
Hall Lounge" will keep you at your smartest 
... it will add stylefully to your appearance 
... it will identify you as a man who chooses 
his clothes with care ... it will give you a 
"lift" outwardly as well as inwardly. Don't 
waste another minute see "Burklee Hall 
Lounge" today! 
530 
With Two Trousers 
1JarkJarrltJ. 
P 0 U R T M . Ill & A ~ V I N ·-· 
.. Words, words, words! Hamlet 
1s often right. The meaning, my 
lord, the meaning? Personally, 
. we like how Cleopatra gets be· 
hind Octavius' speeches and guys 
him: 'He words us, girls, he 
words us/ May.be we do. But 
understand t~e fury of the words. 
Entries can be made by filling urated the parish base b a 11 
out the entry blank in this edi- leagues which developed info one 
tion of the News and dropping it of the most important recreation-
in the box which will be on the al activities of the city. Yearly 
first floor of the Library Build- championship series were held 
ing until November 6, the day among the teams from the nm·th, 
before the Xavier-Wittenberg west and south sides of the city, 
Homecoming game. with the Holy Family team win-
Only one entry per person will 'ning . the .sectional championship 11.:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~ 
be considered. five years in succession and the 
One Year Ago This Week: Trav·· 
elling at top speed, the Musketeers 
plastered a 27-0 defeat on Centre 
College to continue their fine 
work under Coach Clem F. 
Crowe. lt was the worst loss of 
the year for Centre. 
The Xaverian News 
s p 0 R T s 
Three Years A1'o This · Week: 
The Xavier. University .MUske~ 
teers dropped a fluke to the 
Presidents of Washington and 
Jefferson in a game which was 
featured by the fine work of Leo 
sack, Xavier quarter.back. · 
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Xavier To Face Praying Colonels Saturday 
Council Active; I Colonels Who Will Try Musketeers_ j Centre To Try 
Much Business 1L-----=-----------....._ ______ __. To Foil Xavier's 
At Last Meeting C o m e -h a c k 
Novelties To Be Sold; 
Dad's Day Program; 
Senior Election Dis· 
cussed In Council. 
Plans for the establishment 
a . novelty stand, to be operated 
at future football games, were 
formulated at a meeting of the 
Student Council, Monday. 
The novelties sold at the stand 
will consist. mainly of" souvenir 
footballs, Xavier pennants, pins, 
feathers, badges, ribbons, and 
miscellaneous "knick-knacks" es-
pecially proper to the football 
season. 
From present indications, it 
seems likely that the stand will 
hold its grand opening at the 
Xavier-Wittenberg Homecoming 
game, November 7. There is still 
a poss~bi!ity, however, that the 
council will have it ready for the 
Centre game Saturday. 
The purpose of the stand is to 
foster a greater school spirit 
among the students and to make 
a more widespread publicity of 
the Xavier name. It is expected 
that this new enterprise of the 
Student Council will meet with 
enthusiastic approval. 
BY BOB CUMMINS 
(Sports Editor)' 
The Musketeers will make their 
first comeback at.tempt Saturday 
afternoon when they face Centre 
in the annual renewal of a feud 
which dates back seventeen years. 
In the nine times the teams have 
met the Praying Colonels from 
-Danville,' have won five games 
and hold a one-game edge for the 
series. 
. Last year the Muskies handed 
the. Colol)els the worst defeat 
they have suffered since the feud 
Previous 
Centre-Xavier Scores 
1919 
1921 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1934 
1935 
Xavier 
0 
6 
20 
14 
0 
0 
7 
6 
27 
Centre .. 
57 
.28 
7 
0 
6 
6 
0 
7 
0 
80 
Won 
118 
LOflt 
Centre ........................ 5 
" Xavier ........................ 4 ·- 5 
It was also announced at the began, trimming them 27-0. The 
meeting that elections will be 
held Friday in the senior class to contest saw Johnny Koprowski, 
select a council representative to then in top form, gallop for two 
replace Vice President Donald touchdowns on long j aunts 
Barman. Barman, a very active through a broken field. A repe-
member, was forced to retire ow- JIMMIE GERMAN CALVIN GAINES ED DANCE tition of this feat Saturday is all 
ing to the recent death of his!----------------------------------------- Xavier followers could wish for 
father. on and will have to play super- 0. The New Yorkers were be- At Danville Centre's Praying as, the Cleveland lad has not 
Paul Long. a commerce senior, ior ball to finish the remainder wildered by the Titan attack Colonels succumbed to Lady Luck ev.en approached his regular form 
was cho3en to succeed Barman of the season undefeated. and the score is hardly indica- and West Virginia's famed pass-· thi.~.,year and of late has slumped 
as vice president. Long has been Two of the four teams remain- tive of the superiority of the De· ing attuck 26-13. The Centre line terri~ly. , .. 
a member of the council since ing won and two lost but, al- troit club, was well. nigh impregnable and This. years edition of ~he Col-
1ast October. though Centre and South Caro- Led by their triple threat quar· the Virginians, who are quite onels is rated about thirty-five 
I The Dads' Day Committee Jina were defeated, they bowed ter back "Abe" ~brams, Witten- well known in these parts, were percent better t~an that. of last 
made a report of its activities before big time ball clubs and berg romped to an easy 39_0 win forcod to take to the air to score year. Faced ·with their usual 
and plans for the Dads Day cele- even in defeat showed impres- over Oberlin. "A hard charging talliing twice by this route. Th~ "suicide" s~hedule, 1;he. Danville 
bration. The committee is work- sively. . line flanked by two alert. ball other scores came after a block· eleven, while not wmnmg regu· 
lfog ,in collaboration with the Detroit's Titans, after dropping hawk ends and a quartet flf.':j'ast, ed kick and a fumble. , larly, have displayed a well bal-Dads Club to make the day a . . . anced ·attack. A heavy line two heart breakers, finally click- shifty backs" was the report of Sou~h Carolina,. X::iv1er Turkey through which West Virginia's 
huge su~cess. Saturday, Novem- ed and filling the air with passes the Xavier scouts. "They are Day riv~ls, fell victim .to the up famed attack could not advance, ~;rt~:· c1:r:~~n~::eth~n~a':s ;:i~i smothered Manhattan College 20- definitely no setup." and coming Clemson Tigers 19·0. and a fleet backfield. which scored 
witness the Xavier-Detroit game ----------------------------------------:--- twice on the Virginians, once on 
in a body. I I a 72-yard sprint around end are 
.. The next meeting of the Stu- F h "H p • • T' I the two reasons why the Muskies 
ent Council will be a special res men ave rom1s1ng a ent are going to have tough going 
ession at "The Cricket," in the Saturday, .. 
alace Hotel, Sunday, November . · ~ Defensive Work . 
• at} P· m. Several me~bers of Cannon fodder - they call squad, have not folded up. Ac- requirements of the Crowe . Coach Crowe spent long hours 
he Swor~ and Plu~e'. h.onor- themselves - but according to tually they have shown decid- System. this week in the Fieldhouse set-
ry fratermty at ~avier, will be all who seen them shoot the ed Improvement and in the At tackles there is a dearth ting up a defense for the Colonels 
resent. They will be there to . , n I I "- h r'' ft iscuss entrance requirements wo~ks, Xavier s. freshma squad, only Varsity-Frosh game pay- of mater al but "Bute e So • and drilling on new formations. 
or their fraternity 40 in number, 1S one of the :lln- ed this fall scored twice-once ka, "Flappy" Elder and Tim The passing attack also came un-
-----·-- est yearling teams the Uni- on a pass and once on a block· Dooley manages to keep the der observation and in an .attempt 
pponents 
re Strong 
1
0ver Weekend 
versity has had in years. This, ed kick. ends occupied. to strengthen..- this phase of the 
of course, has been said every Leading this array of talent The · running guards, Kelly, Muskie attack Coach Crowe 
fall, but in this case, It Is the ls Captain . Joy Sheridan, a Katana, Sheetz and Fox, thourh shifted Jim Mahoney, Chicago 
straight dope. Not only do husky plvotman from Louis-. small, are fast and argre&slve Junior to the left half back· post. 
they possess speed and heft, ville, 'l'hough. quiet and unas- and are Ideal for ·the type· of The Chfoagoan, · a former · quar-
but in scrimmage have showed sumlng, Sheridan Is an alert attack· employed by the Mus·· ter,back, is -an accurate long dis· 
they have plenty of the red roviQ center and i1tard tack- kies, tance passer and may prove val· 
corpuscles coursing In their ling fullback. Bis election. 81 There Is also a rich crop' of uable against the Colonels who, 
veins. 1 backs of which Bob Farley of like the Muskies, are weak on The lot of the freshmen Captain betrays graph cally his Wheeling, W• Va., Is outstand- pass defense _. • . l 
Althoui;:h it has been definite· 
ly demonstrated that compara· 
tive scores are of no value what-
soever in predicting the outcome 
of footbaH games, · neviertheless, 
the . record compiled over the 
week end shows very graphically 
one thing-the Muskies have 
tough sledding from this week 
squad Is decidedly not a pleas_. teammates' opinion of hbn. Ing. Farley, thourh over-sha- The fine" play of the ri@W 
ant one. To serve as blockinr The best fortified positio~ on dowed In his hlrh school days guards Robers:and: Russ ·and"the 
and tacklinr dummies for the the squad are· the flanks with. by the superhuman perform- continued steHar performance of 
varsity day after day with five ranry ball hawks to fill the ances of .Steve Softka, ls. a Kruse and Howe were the only 
nothing to look forward to but bill, Slattery, Kluska, Duda, shifty· hard rllll'nlnr back and bright spots in last week's fracas 
a free ducat-to the rames and Clemens and Murphy Schwet• an accurate passer. Wilder, and. indicate that these four 
numerous bruises; pains, ~d schenau are of the·nifty, bust- Boran, Bunrer and Condo. flanke<!. by Dremlinn and Kucla 
sprains, ls definitely not all vel· line type of wlnrnaen and · have also . looked good a1alnst wlll cqmprise the forward wall 
vet. NevertheleSi, . the ivory should conform nicely to the the Yanity. .. · 11gainst ,Cel)tre. _ .. : . : 
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Muskies Fall Before Davis-Elkins 13 to 12 
Sloppy Field, Furn· 
bl es, .. ;And Freak 
P~ays. ·Too Much 
For Crowemen 
In N'ight Tilt 
BY JACK MACKEY 
Everything seemed to go wrong 
Friday night. In short, the Mus-
keteers simply tossed the old ball 
game right into the laps of the· 
Davis and Elkins squad in losing 
13 to 12. 
New Type Of Speedster Three Games Are Played In Volley Ball League 
Forecast for Intra-murals: Slow, slower. Due to the in-
clement weather and the lack of cooperation on the part of 
the various clubs whe were supposed to play, only three 
games have been played thus far. 
R. 0. T. C. Band Shows 
Well In Inaugural 
In the feature attraction, the 
Boneyard Billygoats flashing a 
zippy passing attack butted the 
Aces off the court Zl-4 and Zl-10. 
Led by "Zeke" Sheridan and 
"Kid look at 'um grow" Weber, 
the fragrant ones displayed a The Xavier University Muske-
bettei· all around attack and the teer band made its first public 
aces end was in view from the appearance in army uniform at 
outset. the Davis Elkins game last Fri-To be a little more specific, though, · Xavier "fumbled" their 
way to a loss in the last night 
game of the season, making sev-
en costly miscues that set them 
back· time and time again and 
kept them away from scoring 
territory for the greater part of 
the evening. 
The other two contests saw the day with Robert J. Hartlaub, 
Wachs Wasps sting the Stooges Commerce junior and first ser-
and tl}e Dorm Pollocks outstep geant in the Reserve Officers 
Freshman Follies, Training Corps, acting as drum 
An auto speedster designed pany, Butler, Pa., of which Mil- The Intra-Mural Committee maj?r, . 
for college men and engineered !er is vice president in charge of speaking through their High Ex- B1_-weekly rehearsals. are .being 
by Harry A. Miller, famous de- engineering. Miller-powered cars alted Chairman, Don "Straight carried on under the dll'e~t1on of 
signer of Miller-special racing have won the Indianapolis races From the Shoulder and Right Mr. A. H: ~chaeffer to perfec;t 
motors, has been announced by for the last nine consecutive From the Heat·t" Bailey have ex- the organtzatlon; and the band. is 
the American Bantam Car Com- years. pressed the fond and cherished ~xpectcd to appear at .the remain-
---------------------------- hope that if more cooperation is mg foobball games this season. 
. From their showing otherwise, 
the Crowemen appeared as if 
they· could have whipped the 
Southern team by three or four 
touchdowns. However, games are 
still won by points scored, and 
Xavier was sadly inefficient in 
this respect, mainly through their 
own miserable handling of the 
pigskin. 
No less than eight times did X 
fumble and no less than eight 
times did D and E recover. That 
tells the story in a nutshell. The 
Musketeers, whenever in scor-
loo kin' fro1n the 
SPORTSIDE 
by Red Haughey 
ing position, managed to do . 
something funny with the ball THE KENTUCKY WILDCATS, their claws dulled by the Joss of 
and up would pop a Southerner I injured Bob Davis, are about as tame .as your little sister's 
with the ball in his possession. kitten. They eked out a close one over Florida last week and 
, T~is "Comedy of Errors" start- they face Alabama this Saturday. We shudder to think of 'what 
e~ m the fi:st quarter when Da· the Tide is apt to do to Wynne's boys, the latter minus the element 
vis and Elk!ns ran the bal.l down that made them superior to the Musketeers Dav' va ti · t-
to the Xavier two-yard !me be- b . . · . is ' s 1e gr ea 
f b . t d b th M k' est all carrier that ever play.ed agamst Xavier, and probably the ore emg s oppe y e us 1e t t · · forward wall Tebar for the grea es that ever played· for Kentucky. And a.s luck would have 
Red-shirts, th~n toss;d a little it, he plays during the same three years in which Coach Crowe has 
pass over the center of the line sch~duled t!1e Blue Grass sch.col. In the first two of :he three game 
with not a receiver near the ball. series, .Davis has been the difference between the Wildcats and the 
Cummins, instead of knocking Musketeers. It's a little early, but we ean't help wondering if he'll 
the pigskin to the ground, took repeat to make it three straight. 
a roundhouse swing at it, seem-
ingly intent on knocking it out 
past Norwood, but, . lo and be· 
hold, slapped it directly into the 
hands of Span, Davis and Elkins' 
linesman, who merely stepped 
across the goal for the first touch· 
down of the game. Tebor's place-
kick was wide and the score was 
6-0. 
Two Threats 
~--~~:x---~~ 
IT l\IAY SOUND. LIKE AN ALIBI, but a look in the record book will support the statement that the Musketeers seldom 
play good football under the floodlights, and nearly always out· 
do thj!mselves in afternoon contests. Last year they played 
poor ball in losing to Kentucky and West Virginia Wesleyan: 
in night games. When the day games came around they 
trounced Centre, scared (censored) out of Mississippi State, and 
topped off the season with a 12-0 win over Centenary. This 
year, Western: Kentucky Teachers and Davis Elkins made the 
Crowe-men look bad. .At Delaware the <Musketeers played in 
their best form, though, penalties kept the score down. All of 
which means that the Prayin' Colonels had better be at their 
· best this ~aturday afternoon. 
x-----
'f.wice in the first period the 
Crowemen· drove to within ten 
yards of the goal only to have 
their fingers turn to thumbs, with 
fumbles and loss of the ball re-
sulting both times. The alert D 
and E linesmen made the most of OHIO WESLEYAN IS MAKING the Musketeers look awfully 
their opponent's misfortunes and bad. Marshall 4~, Wesleyan 14 .. , The Musketeers are also 
went to· the shower-room at the making themselves look awfully bad , , , If it keeps up some doubt 
half with a six-point advantage. is apt to arise among the loyal students as to whether or not Xavier 
A few fumbles after the second has another "wonder" team ... Roarin' John made a lot of ground 
ha~f opened,:·xavier, in possessi.on 'for both teams Friday night, running at his best for Xavier and 
o~ the ball and with th~ir run- fumbling at his wo1:st for Davis-Elkins ... However, fumbles don't 
mng attack finally steaming un- ordinarily fly twenty feet thru the air, and if you think the West 
~er dway," se~metl touchdown· Virginians weren't tackling more ball than Koprowski ask John ... 
St
0r':'n 'K On hiks. downh fdortthy-yarhd Bill Russ, the first· time he ever played guard, was as good de· 
1pe oprows 1 as e roug . , . . left tackle and looked like he was fens1vely as any we ve seen. on Corcoran field thlS season , , , H_e 
in the clear with only two D and made tackles all along the lm·e and power plays attempted thru his 
E players ~ear. him. position fizzled down to a one ya1·d los,s. iHe's fast enough to get 
As he passed_the 46-yard line, ahead of a play and blocks with the power of West Virginia Wes-
however, "Roarin' John" slipped, leyan'~ Barnum. He's always in the game,-the first down on punts 
the ball ftew out of. his arms, and in on every tackle. 
flew into the hands of the South- -----x-----
erner's big, burly gu!lrd, Kniley, AT 190 LBS., WITH THE SPEED required for the Muskie 
who lumbered the remaining dis- running attaclt and the defensive stubbornness which has 
tance to the goal and Xavier had handed their opponents ·another been:· lacking at the guard post so far this season, Bill looks like 
six points, -:with the score now a. mighty good find. Another successful experiment of the 
lZ-0, The extra-point was added never satisfied coaching staff . , .. "Legs" ~agaly, born three years 
by Tebar, which later proved to too soon, was unfortunate enough to enroll the same year as did 
be the margin of victory. Fred Nebel, \\rho will be robbed if he isn't 'Unanimous choice.for 
Xavier came back fighting mad All-Ohio center .•• "Legs" played a heads-up game against El-
after this bad break in the third kins until ·his passes started wavering, then Coach Crowe sent 
quarter and played like a real in Nebel, who had watched the opening kickoff from the bench 
Musketeer machine for awhile, for the first time this year •.. It was also the first game in which 
pushing over a touchdown in the the Snell brothers weren't on hand to exhibit their kicking. 
early minutes of the period. Cul- Bob Cummins won the starting position and he seemed to grow 
miriating a strong drive up-field better as' the game ,grew older •• , Jim Farasey played the out-
to the six-yard line, Farasey went 
over for the tally through a wide standin'g game ••• He gained consistently, and S<Jored one of 
hole in left tackle. Koprowski's the touchdowns. The most deceptive plays are run from the 
kick . was wide and' ·the score fullback position and Jim coordinates by hiding the pigskin bet-
stood at 13:0. ter than anr. other back on the squad. 
not shown forthwith and p. d. q,, Although the band is ·compar-
"da whole ting is off." atively small this year, which 
fact is due to the regulation of 
Xavier Forum Prepared 
For First Social Event 
the R. o_. T. C., its formation is 
considered to be the foundation 
of a larger and more complete 
band than was ever produced at 
Xavier. 
:m 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 j! 
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G d T B dedicated to the "Grads." held in connection with the Com- of human society, expressed in r a S 0 e Following the game they will rnunion Breakfast last Sunday in appalling confusion of values, the 
gather in the Xavier fieldhouse the University Cafeteria. blunting of the spiritual percep-
H d W•th for a get-together at which The goal of attendance for the tion, excessive pre-occupation 
Five Men 
Selected 
By Group 
onore I speakers will be Father Burns, celebration is to have every son with business, sex, and other sen-
' Coach Clem Crowe, Major Ar- and every dad and guardian rep- sational interests, a gross indif· 
Novel Program lhur M. Harper, and members of resented at the Dads Day game ference to pivotal religious truths the learn. with the University of Detroit on and a general puffing up of the 
The Xnvier band will also ap- Saturday afternoon, and at the inconsequential. Lay critics, 
Unusual Scbedule Being 
Planned For Two-Day 
Homecoming Celebra· 
iton.' 
pear at this function to lead the Dads Day dinner to be held at a Catholics and non•Catholics, of 
group in songs. local hotel following the game. this spirit and the many cheap_ Dante Club Now Bae 
Membership Complete 
For Year Of Activity 
On Platform. 
Climaxing the celebration will J. B. Moorman, president of the and venal aspects of the society 
be the annual Homecoming Dance Dads Club, appointed the follow- it has produced call it by the 
sponsored by the undergraduate ing committee to arrange their name of "bourgeois". This· term, 
"X" Club. This affa_ir will take participation in the event: J. J. however, will not be found in the 
place at the Kemper Lane Ho- Schmidt, chairman; John H. papal document probably be-
tel and is under the chairman- Monahan, Dr. J, T. Clear, Nicho- cause of its Marxist class-war 
ship of Jim Farasey. las J. Janson, and E. G. Harper; connotation. But what the Popes Five new members were c)los· 
Class dinners arranged by the Special effort will be made to refer to as Secularism and Ma· en yesterday for the· Dante Club 
Invitations went out this week individual class secretaries are bring the out-of-town dads in for terialism is the same thing, of- of Xavier University, according to 
to more than 1100 alumni of Xa- being planned for both .Friday the occasion. Mothers will also fensive to Catholics and enlight- an announcement made by Leon· 
and Saturday evenings between be encouraged to visit the cam- ened non-Catholics alike." ard C. Gartner. · . vier University to take part in 
the annual Homecoming cele-
bration next week-end on the 
Xavier campus, 
A two-day affair will be ar-
ranged for Friday and Saturday 
directed by committees named 
by the Board of Governors. 
the already scheduled events. pus on this occasion and a spe- p The new members are Albert A. 
cial program of entertainment for urposes Stephan, Edward C. Benson, and 
them will be arranged by a wo- "One. of the chief. purposes of William R. Russ, juniors; Donald 
men's committee. the essay," the bulletin says, ''will M. Middendorf, sophomore, and 
They will be taken on shopping be the work of isolating this spir- Raymond J, Wilson, freshman •. 
C • t t e tours and to the theatres while it not only in its philosophical Two other members have ibeen 0 m m I e the Dads and . sons . celebrate in principles, but in its peculiar in· selected tentatively and will be 
Ch . . the traditional way. stitutions and working maxims. subject to the approval of a fac· I S 0 S e ll · . The contestants are urged to ulty committee. 
Dads Day 
E I• h C consider chiefly the religious, The members were selected at The Rev. Dennis F. Burns, s. --- ng IS .ontest moral, . and. CUlt)Jral .effects of try-outs before a committee com· J., president of the ·university, . Sec1,1larism; its economic and po- posed of Gartner,· Rev. John V. 
will join in welcoming the re- Dads Expect To Have r c t . t litical eff.ects sh~uld be consid~r- Usher, s. 'J., moderator, and ~d-
turning "grads" to the campus. D d' G . d 0 oncen I a e ed only m relation to these." ward J. Kennedy, Jr., and V1n-
A meeting Friday night in the Every a . Or uar • It is also pointed out that there cent E. Smith, members of the 
.. R t 1 At On 'Secular1· sm' should be some critic of secular- Club. Biology Building will provide mn epresen ec ism, and that finally a positive The trips .to be arranged by 
the opportunity for the alumni f:elebration. counter-program based on Cath· the Dante Club for its year's ac· 
to cast their ballots for five new ·" olic principles should be propos- tivity will include all prominent 
members of the Board of Gover- (Continued from Page l) ed.· cities in the middle west and the 
With the newly formed Dads Grail of that period.' It is the The ou!letin urges the students usual number of local lectures. 
nors. Club assisting in the plans, Dads great reactionary force of our to read the papal encyclicals and A lecture has been tentatively 
Saturday afternoon they will Day on November· 14, promises times and involves first the rejec- to draw upon their content in arranged in Milwaukee. 
witness the game between the to be one of the outstanding tion of Christ and His plan for composing the essay. 
Lutherans' of Wittenberg College campus even.ts ~f the year. . the supernatural re-ordering of It is expecte~ th~t a lar~e FATHER 
. . . An enthusiastic group of the the world and secondly, apd con- group from XaV!er will enter m ~nd Muskete~rs at Xa~Jel ~t~d- Dads pledged themselves to full sequent upon this, the· progres- the contest. The local papers Frank Feeney, Class of '34, is 
mm. A special souvenir edition cooperation in the plans at their sive disintegration of human per- will be judged by a faculty com- the proud. father of a baby girl 
of the football program will be first meeting of the new year sonality and the disorganization mittee. born this week. 
i!l) 19,G, LrnonTT & MYERS ToBAcco Co. 
• • • This is the' first 
, dgarette lever. smoked 
that really satisfies me 
Not strong, not banb and lt ha all the 
flavor and aroma you could uk for. · 
'That settles it • • • from 
now on, ;~, Chatnfield. 
.·:-, 
